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Given the current political climate, 
it won’t surprise you to know that 
it has been another challenging 
year for SARI. Brexit continues to 
be a very dividing force and we 
have seen a significant rise and 
sustained influence of far-right 
rhetoric and activity not only in the 
UK, but across Europe and in the 
United States.

We have felt the impact of this 
rhetoric in our work and on the lives 
of those who turn to us for support.  
There have been more cases where 
people have been targeted by 
racist remarks such as ‘‘go back 
to where you come from!’’ and ‘‘go 
back home!’’  Such comments used 
to be a rarity – now they are all too 
common. Austerity and cut backs 
in frontline services continue to be 
reality and this has meant more of 
our clients are vulnerable to hate 
crime as they struggle out in the 
community without the right level 
of protection and support.  

We have continued to strengthen 
our existing partnerships with the 
local authorities, the police and 
other key statutory bodies while 

forging fresh inroads and contacts 
with our universities, schools and 
prisons with positive results.

As well as intensive external 
work, the past year has seen a 
tremendous amount of work 
achieved internally for the 
Board and our team as we have 
restructured our management 
team, recruited new skills and 
developed our infrastructure 
such as progressing our case 
management system ready to go 
paperless next year.  Making sure 
SARI continues to move forward in 
line with the world around us is a 
never-ending job.

I again acknowledge the passion 
and dedication of our Co-Directors 
and staff in their continued 
endeavour to improve the lives of 
victims of Hate Crime and injustice.

Finally, may I say a grateful thanks 
to my fellow Board members for 
their help and support in our 
governance of SARI, sharing the 
same ethos that we so diligently 
protect.  

Irvin Campbell, Chair

Chair’s Report

SARI Chair, Irvin Campbell, listens 
to SARI clients at a recent event



Welcome to our new look annual 
report. We hope this calendar will be 
on our partner agencies’ desks and 
on kitchen pin boards as a reminder 
of SARI and what we do. We want you 
to never forget that we are always 
there for you, your service users, 
colleagues, families and friends. If 
you need us—get in touch!

Hate crime affects people from 
every background, class, gender, 
geographical location, country 
of origin, age, sexual orientation, 
faith, job role and regardless of 
disability or ability. How many of 
you have family or colleagues with 
disabilities, who have married or 
fallen in love with someone from 
a different country or faith, who 
are lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, gender 
questioning or trans? How many of 

you have been bullied at some point 
in your life or faced discrimination? 
We expect most of you will fall into 
one or more of these many human 
categories.

As with other forms of human 
abusive behaviours—domestic 
violence, child abuse, sexual 
harassment, bullying—hate crime 
is a sad fact that persists in our 
society. It happens, it happens a lot 
and it ruins lives. 

But for every person that 
perpetrates such hostility, so 
many more people don’t hurt their 
neighbour, colleague, fellow pupil 
or resident. Most people are kind 
and respect and celebrate others 
who are different from them.  British 
values are all about an appreciation 
of diversity, of difference of multi-

culturalism and of embracing other 
faiths and beliefs. 

But as Marlon James, author of the 
2015 Man Booker-prize-winning ‘A 
Brief History of Seven Killings’ stated 
in a Guardian-funded film recently, 
‘‘most of us are non-racist. While that 
leaves us with a clear conscience, he 
argues, it does nothing to help fight 
injustice in the world. In fact, we can 
pull off being non-racist by being 
asleep in bed while black men are 
killed... we need to stop being non-
racist, and start being anti-racist.’’

So our big message to you all is to 
extend Marlon’s theory to all forms 
of hate crime—don’t stop at just 
being ‘non-abusive’. Do something 
proactive. Look out for anyone who is 
suffering hate crime and encourage 
them to report and take action. 

Be a proactive bystander and ally. Be 
a witness. Call it out. Make sure your 
colleagues are trained, your children 
taught, your friends informed about 
how to tackle hate crime and how 
to combat discrimination. You may 
feel that your acts are too small to 
be relevant but every act that chips 
away at the mountain of injustice 
is an act that makes a positive 
difference. Rome wasn’t built in 
a day and World War 2 (that was 
fought to protect our freedoms) 
did not come without the varied 
contributions of millions of citizens. 
Keep up the good work comrades 
and remember, ‘‘Together We Are 
Stronger!’’

Alex and Agnes, 
Co-Directorsquestioning or trans? How many of of diversity, of difference of multi- them to report and take action. 

Co-Directors’ Report



Toni is a single white British mum 
with a dual heritage white British 
and African Caribbean son aged 24 
who has autoimmune syndrome 
and a 16-year-old son with autism.  
Toni has mental health issues due 
to the abuse they have suffered.

While living in South Bristol, the 
family have been subjected to 
ongoing racial harassment and 
disablist abuse from several 
neighbours.  

Incidents include Toni being called 
‘Jordan’ (aka Katie Price) because 
she has a mixed-race child and a 
disabled child. Her younger son 
was called a paedophile because 
of his disability. Her front door 
was kicked violently by youths 
connected to the perpetrators 
and Toni has found monkey nuts 
strewn over her car. 

There have been numerous 
malicious allegations and Toni 
and family have felt ganged up on. 

In the end, Toni got so frustrated 
with the abuse, she got into 
an altercation with one of the 
perpetrating neighbours and is 
now being prosecuted for assault. 

The complexity of this case has led 
to statutory agencies not always 
seeing Toni and her family as 
victims. Toni states in one e-mail 
to the police, ‘I feel devastated. 
victimised, and worthless’ and in 
another to us, ‘we feel as though 
anyone can degrade, intimidate us, 
feel like we are being tortured and 
we have to put up and shut up.’ 

SARI has worked tirelessly with 
Toni and her family to get their 
voices heard and to try and get 
appropriate action taken on their 
behalf. We will also be doing all we 
can to ensure mitigation for Toni 
when she goes to court. We referred 
the case for mediation but the 
other parties did not engage. They 
refused to sign a ‘Good Neighbour 
Agreement’, though Toni did agree 
to do so.

We have now escalated this case 
to senior officers to try and get the 
right resolution.

To report hate crime
call 0800 171 2272
visit sariweb.org.uk

‘‘I feel devastated, 
victimised, and 

worthless.’’

Case 420-18/19
Race hate, Bristol

‘‘I feel devastated
victimised

Toni spoke at our recent Voices Day



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31

January

New Year’s Day

Birthday of Guru Har Rai World Religion Day

International Holocaust 

Remembrance Day 

Chinese New Year /

Burns Night

Epiphany Orthodox Christmas Day Mahayana New Year

Orthodox New Year

Martin Luther King Jr Day

Martin Luther King’s 

birthday /

Makar Sankranti
(date may vary)

Vasant Panchami 
(date may vary)



Alex was a year 7 pupil who 
displayed behavioural issues 
associated with ADHD.  Upon 
starting his new secondary school, 
Alex’s parents explained that 
Alex had some behavioural and 
social difficulties including being 
unable to sit still, concentrate and 
difficulties socialising.

Unsurprisingly, Alex struggled to 
adjust and incidents occurred but 
this was exacerbated by the school 
responding via disciplinary action 
rather than supportive measures. 
The school  told Alex’s parents 
that he was ‘‘not a normal 11-year-
old boy’’ and should move to a 
special school. The parents lobbied 
for an Educational Psychologist’s 
assessment and more support 
but the school failed to respond 
positively. Sadly, Alex was then 
permanently excluded following 
another incident.

Alex’s parents felt this decision was 
discriminatory and had the school 
put the right measures in place, Alex 
could succeed there. They believed 

the school had breached Section 
66 of the Children and Families Act 
2014 which states schools must 
‘‘use [their] best endeavours to 
secure that the special educational 
provision called for by the pupil’s 
or student’s special educational 
needs is made’’.

SARI worked with the family to  
appeal the school’s decision to 
exclude Alex. Initially the school’s 
Governing Body upheld the school’s 
decision to exclude but after we 
requested an Independent Review 
Panel with a Special Educational 
Needs (SEN) expert, the review 
concluded: 

1. the school should have more 
proactively supported Alex as 
a disability needn’t be formally 
diagnosed for a school to act; 

2. the governors’ decision 
to uphold the permanent 
exclusion was ‘‘irrational in the 
circumstances’’; 

3. the school failed to ensure 
Alex was not discriminated 
against ‘‘by increasing his risk 
of exclusion’’ and finally 

4. they recommended the 
Governing Body reinstate Alex. 

Alex was finally readmitted to 
school with increased support.

Case 512-17/18
Disability hate, Bristol

the school had breached Section 1. the school should have more 

‘‘If we hadn’t had SARI’s help we doubt 
that our son would be at school today. 

‘‘The service provided has been 
exceptional and we have never 

experienced such outstanding 
commitment before.’’

‘‘If we hadn’t had SARI’s help we doubt 
that our son would be at school today. 

‘‘The service provided has been 

To report hate crime
call 0800 171 2272 
visit sariweb.org.uk



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29

February

Valentine’s Day

World Cancer Day

Safer Internet Day

World Hijab Day

Nirvana Day

Autism Sunday

Day of Zero Tolerance  

for Female Genital 

Mutilation

World Day of  

Social Justice Maha Shivaratri

Shrove Tuesday Ash Wednesday

Tu B’Shevat (Arbor Day)



‘‘After 2 years of constant 
harassment, stalking and 
threats of violence and death, my 
neighbour made an anti-Semitic 
comment to me. It made me 
question the whole nature of the 
abuse that I had been suffering 
from all this time.

‘‘I had never considered that the 
attacks on me were linked to my 
beliefs or heritage. I became even 
more stressed and concerned after 
having had months of battling 
the police and housing officers, 
the very people that I thought 
protected people that were being 
abused, but nobody could retrieve 
adequate evidence or seemingly 
do anything about what was 
happening.

‘‘I contacted my Rabbi as a final 
resort, and he put me on to SARI. 

‘‘From the beginning I was made 
to feel valued as a human being 

by my support worker. I was taken 
seriously and most important of 
all—I was believed. I had spent too 
long trying to prove every instance 
of verbal assault, every attack on 
me and every conversation that I 
was exhausted and had low self-
esteem. I even wanted to end my 
life at one point as I could see no 
way out of this intolerable mess. 

‘‘SARI helped me emotionally and 
helped me tackle the police and 
the housing officers. House visits 
and telephone support made 
me confident that I could talk 
about my real feelings rather than 
pretend to be OK.

‘‘My nightmare is coming to an end 
now, but after months of stress 
and anxiety, I haven’t quite let go 
of the fear that my neighbour and 
her family may return to do some 
more damage as although they 
have moved, they are still in the 
same city, and know my address. 

‘‘I still have questions to ask 
and still seek justice—whether I 
get that is another matter, but I 
do know that SARI will support 
me through this and advise 
me accordingly without false 
promises or pushiness.

‘‘I just hope that I can finally move 
on and be back to being me—have 
the freedom to be myself, with no 
fear of being attacked, followed  or 
threatened. If it wasn’t for SARI and 
my wonderful support worker, I 
would have given up and probably 
not been around any longer—they 
gave me the strength to keep 
going until a result was achieved.

‘‘Thanks to SARI for being honest, 
for being there to hear my 
concerns, and—most importantly—
for believing me.’’

Case 048-19/20
Religious hate, Bath and North East Somerset

by my support worker. I was taken 

Religious hate, Bath and North East Somerset

‘‘I was taken 
seriously, 

and most 
important 

of all—I was 
believed.’’

‘‘I was taken 
seriously

and most 
important 

To report hate crime
call 0800 171 2272 
visit sariweb.org.uk



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21  22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31

March

International 

Women’s Day

International Day for  

the Elimination of Racial 

Discrimination /

World Down Syndrome 

Day

Nanakshahi New Year
(date may vary)

Holi

Isra and Mi’raj /

Mothering Sunday

Daylight Saving  

Time begins

St David’s Day /

International  

Wheelchair Day

St Patrick’s Day

Birthday of Guru Angad /

International Transgender 

Day of Visibility

Hindi New Year

Nowruz (date may vary)

Ramayana

Purim



Krystyna and Patryk are Polish 
and have 2 children aged 8 and 
9 months. They rent a housing 
association house in a village in 
South Gloucestershire. Initially 
they were very happy there but 
then a new neighbour moved in 
next door and began to racially 
harass them. Incidents included 
teasing them about their Polish 
accents and language; shouting 
at the children when they play 
outside, shouting at guests when  
Krystyna and Patryk are having 
barbecues, and spraying water 
over the fence onto the family and 
their guests. Krystyna and Patryk’s 
car was vandalised and the tyres 
punctured too.

In their initial referral to us, 
Krystyna wrote: ‘‘can you please 
help me and my family to resolve 
the situation? My neighbour is 
very aggressive and unpredictable, 
is looking at me and is a racist.’’

SARI has supported the family 
for the past 2 years, holding 
a case conference, drafting 
reports to the police and their 
housing association so that they 
recognized the seriousness of 

the case and were able to identify 
and counteract the malicious 
allegations made by the other 
party.

We encouraged Krystyna and 
Patryk to gather evidence 
including filming incidents.  
Eventually the police were able to 
prosecute and the offender was 
convicted of a Section 5 Public 
Order Offence and harassment. 

Unfortunately, the incidents did 
not stop, and in early 2019 Krystyna 
and Patryk decided they had no 
alternative but to move away as 
it was too difficult to live next to 
their harasser and eviction could 
take a very long time to achieve. 

With the support of SARI, the police 
and their housing assocation, 
they were moved to a new home 
where they are now very happy and 
at peace.  

The landlord continues to monitor 
the offender.

Case 002-17/18
Race hate, South Gloucestershire

To report hate crime
call 0800 171 2272 
visit sariweb.org.uk

Damage to Krystyna’s car



April
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30

Passover Maundy Thursday

World Autism  

Awareness Day / 

Ramanavami

International Romani Day

Hanuman Jayanti
Good Friday bank holiday

Orthodox Good Friday Orthodox Holy Saturday

Easter Sunday

Birth of the Khalsa 

(Vaisakhi) /

Easter Monday bank holiday

Ramadan (dates may vary)Stephen Lawrence Day

Palm Sunday

Holy Saturday

St George’s Day

Birthday of Guru Arjan /

Birthday of Guru Nanak Orthodox Easter

Orthodox Easter Monday

Yom HaShoah

Yom HaAtzmaut

Birthday of 

Guru Tegh Bahadur



Derek is a 56-year-old black 
Caribbean man. He is a vulnerable 
adult, as he has a serious brain 
injury.

He suffered hate crime, and 
harassment on a daily basis from 
his neighbour. Incidents included 
trying to run Derek over near the 
local shops. After leaving hospital 
Derek reported the incident. His 
neighbour then racially abused 
him, calling him a ‘‘cheeky black 
bastard’’.

The alleged perpetrator was very 
intrusive. He would constantly 
interrogate Derek about his daily 
business. Any visitors to Derek 
were questioned and harrassed. 
Female visitors, including Derek’s 
social worker, were subjected to 
sexist remarks.

This neighbour also made 
continual malicious allegations 
about Derek to the police and his 
housing association wrongfully 
alleging that he was committing 
noise nuisance.

Letters and notes were frequently 
put through Derek’s letter box, 
making accusations against him. 
As a result, Derek had multiple 
visits from the police.  Alongside 
this, other people were taking 
advantage of him—staying at his 
place and taking money from 
him. Consequently, Derek became 
very depressed, and found it 
increasingly difficult to cope.

He felt as though no one was on 
his side and became suicidal. SARI 
opened two cases, one to address 
the hate crime and another to 
address the mate crime. 

Derek’s caseworker carried out 
a safeguarding evaluation and 
made social services and the 
police aware of this situation, 
encouraging them to support 
him, and emphasizing that he was 
suffering disability hate crime and 
mate crime. 

Earlier this year Derek was moved 
to a place more suitable to his 
needs. 

Derek has quit drinking, is doing 
well, and he is painting more. He 
feels he has a new life, stating 
‘‘I have been born anew’’.

Case 039-18/19
Race hate and mate crime, Bristol

To report hate crime
call 0800 171 2272 
visit sariweb.org.uk

‘‘We would never have got that fl at 
without your amazing input, pushing 

him up a band and getting him proper 
recognition as vulnerable.

Thank you.’’

‘‘We would 
without your 

him up a band and getting him 

“the duality of joy, 
she is a lady both 
black and black,

She, is the mother 
of knowledge, a free 

spirit, soaring the skies

Blessing the wind 
below. She alone, is 

the lady of joy.”

Below is a painting and poem by Derek. He called this painting 
‘JOY’.  Derek says hate crime robbed him from his art, but now he 
can begin to paint again. 



May
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Eid-ul-Fitr (date may vary)

Shavuot

International Day  

Against Homophobia, 

Transphobia and Biphobia

Early May Bank Holiday
(VE Day)Deaf Awareness Week

Birthday of Guru 

Amar Das

Spring Bank Holiday

Lag B’Omer

Mental Health 

Awareness Week Ascension Day

Pentecost



Case 407-18/19
Race hate, Bristol

This is an extract of a letter to SARI from the 12-year-old daughter of a Syrian family we supported. She 
writes for her 9-year-old brother too. It describes their experience of war in Syria and fleeing to the UK 
where they are placed in a high-rise flat in Bristol. 

Sadly, they were then subjected to racist abuse from a neighbour, shouted at, chased and attacked. 
The perpetrator was prosecuted and given a restraining order but they felt very unsafe and their SARI 
caseworker, Yanet fought for them to be moved. 

Their drawings show how much they love their new house and especially their garden. It was only 
when they got to this house that the 9-year-old boy first smiled since being in the UK. He told us this 
picture shows how he can ‘see the sun, feel the wind and wait for the fox that visits the garden of his 
new home.’



June
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

29 30

Windrush day

World Elder Abuse 

Awareness Day / 

Learning Disability Week

Whit Monday Trinity Sunday

Corpus Christi

International Day  

of Innocent 

Children Victims  

of Aggression

Queen’s Birthday Race Amity Day

World Refugee Day Father’s Day



Dominique is a Nigerian woman, 
living alone. She was looking for 
reasons to stay away from home—
her neighbour had left her anxious, 
and she was afraid that she would 
be subjected to more harassment, 
threatening behaviour and verbal 
abuse. Dominique told us how she 
had found banana skins outside 
her door one day, and it began to 
feel as if she were a prisoner in her 
own home.

Despite beginning to tip-
toe around her neighbour in 
an attempt to avoid further 
confrontation, he assaulted her 
in May, grabbing her by the 
throat and issuing another threat 
against her.

Having previously been a victim 
of domestic abuse, this was even 
more traumatic for Dominique. 

When Dominique told the police, 
they did not pursue the incident 
because of a lack of evidence and 

counter-allegations made by the 
perpetrator.

Being an established resident, 
the neighbour had existing 
relationships with other tenants, 
and Dominique felt that he began 
spreading falsehoods about her. 
She began to receive intimidating 
looks from others, and was often 
treated coldly.

When Dominique came to us, we 
wrote her a housing support letter, 
so that she was given priority 
banding, enabling her to move 
quicker. 

We also signposted her to a 
refugee support group, where she 
began volunteering. It gave her a 
reason to be out of the house, as 
well as the opportunity to help 
those in a similar situation, and 
build new relationships.

Dominique even attended our 
recent Voices Day—an opportunity 
for clients to interact with the 
agencies that have tried to resolve 
their case; often empowering, 
and sometimes cathartic, it can 
provide clients with closure.

Case 278-18/19
Race hate, Bristol

To report hate crime
call 0800 171 2272 
visit sariweb.org.uk

Dominique with SARI Team Leader, and her 
caseworker, Helal Ali, at a recent SARI event



July
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31

Tisha B’Av Eid ul Adha

Bristol Pride

Nelson Mandela 

International Day

Day of International 

Criminal Justice

Birthday of Emperor

Haile Selassie

World Day Against 

Trafficking Persons

Birthday of  

Guru Harkrishan

International 

Non-Binary Day

Birthday of  

Guru Har Gobind

Hajj (date may vary)



Adam and his family are Sri Lankan. 
Below is Adam’s testimony.

‘‘My name is Adam and I am here to 
talk to you about what happened to 
me in the past couple of months. 

‘‘I was targeted by teenagers, who 
were harassing, vandalising, 
trespassing and causing many 
other nuisances to me and my 
family. I could not go to work or 
leave the house because my family 
was scared of these attacks. (I 
have 5 young kids). 

‘‘I thought it was never going to 
stop. It had a really big impact on 
our everyday life. 

‘‘I had tried many ways to resolve 
it, but I was unsuccessful with 
every attempt. Even after the police 
spoke to them they just carried on 
as if nothing had ever happened. 

‘‘I came to SARI to explain my 
situation, and they advised me 
step-by-step what precautions 
to take. and organised the inter-
agency meeting with police and 
other organisations, where I was 

able to meet them face to face and 
express my situation and how it 
affected us.

‘‘After the meeting police came 
back with a quick response saying 
they identified the teenagers who 
caused trouble and gave me a few 
options.

‘‘I chose community resolution 
because I like to give them an 
opportunity to correct themselves. 
I didn’t want to spoil their future 
by charging them and having a 
criminal record on their future.

‘‘My wife and myself clearly 
explained our feeling, how it 
affected our personal life, social 
life, loss of income, nightmares 
and fear my 5 young kids go 
through.

‘‘After listening to our side of the 
story, it affected them and we 
saw their behaviour and attitude 
change and they sincerely  
apologised. Since then we’ve had 
no trouble.

‘‘I like to inform whoever facing 
such situation please do not 
ignore it. Ask for help and advice 
from relevant organisations, 
communicate with them and 
speak out.’’

Case 332-18/19
Race hate, Bristol

To report hate crime
call 0800 171 2272 
visit sariweb.org.uk

‘‘Anna treated me with 
respect, listened to me, 

understood my situation, 
and gave me guidance, 

advice, and support.’’ 

‘‘Anna 
respect

understood 
and gave me 

Youths caught on CCTV damaging Adam’s garden



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31

Summer Bank Holiday

Raksha Bandhan

Krishna Janmashtami

World 

Humanitarian Day

International Day of the 

Indigenous Peoples

Assumption of Mary

Ganesh Chaturthi

Ashura

August

Muharram  

(Islamic New Year) 
(date may vary)



Gary and Pauline lived in North 
Bristol. They came for help to 
SARI because of their neighbour, 
who kept harassing them. The 
neighbour would racially verbally 
abuse them, play loud music all 
night, kick their door, throw broken 
glass bottles into their garden and 
target their car regularly, including 
slashing the tyres. Gary and 
Pauline were the only non-white 
people who lived on that street. 
Gary is Pauline’s carer, as she has 
autism and mental health issues.

SARI supported Gary and Pauline 
to report hate crime to the City 
Council as well as the police. 
We also informed their housing 
officer about the situation. SARI 
represented Gary and Pauline, 
emphasising the level of abuse 
they were suffering. While SARI 
supported them, they suffered 
fifteen hate-motivated incidents. 

We provided emotional support 

and signposted them to wellbeing 

services to help them cope. We 

also referred Gary and Pauline for 

support with a number of other 

organisations including Talking 
Money, who helped them with 

financial difficulties that they were 

struggling with. This was because 

their financial circumstances had 

meant that they were unable to  be 

considered for re-housing, despite 

the hate crime they were suffering 

until they had cleared their debts.

SARI submitted a detailed report 

of their situation to Bristol City 

Council, which resulted in Gary 

and Pauline being offered a place 

of safety in another part of the city, 

where they are now living happily, 

and are at peace.

Our work with Gary and Pauline has 

also led to them feeling much more 
confident about working with 
other agencies who can support 

them further with their health and 

wellbeing needs.

Case 058-17/18
Race hate, North Bristol

To report hate crime
call 0800 171 2272 
visit sariweb.org.uk

‘‘SARI helped me to get 
out of a bad situation and 

move to a better place. 
It is very good to have 

support like this on hand.’’

‘‘SARI helped me to 
out of a bad situation



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30

September

Yom KippurBirthday of Guru Ram DasBi Visibility Day

Racial Justice Sunday

Rosh Hashana

Pitru Paksha

Adhik Maas



Amy and Dani are a same-sex 
married couple, with two children, 
a two year old and a new-born baby, 
who both have serious health 
conditions.

They moved to North Somerset for 
their protection because Amy was 
fleeing life-threatening domestic 
violence from her ex-husband. 

Not long after moving in, their 
upstairs neighbour asked them if 
they were sisters. Amy and Dani told 
her ‘‘no, we’re together’’. From this 
point on, the harassment began.

The couple suffered homophobic 
verbal abuse, threats, were 
assaulted and were subject to 
malicious complaints made to the 
police, their housing association 
and social services, asserting that 
they were drug dealers involved 
in gang activity and abusing their 
children.

The neighbour would spit at their 
window when she walked by, and 
call them ‘‘disgusting tramps’’, often 
telling them to ‘‘fuck off, gay slags’’. 
While pregnant, Amy was also 

barged into by the perpetrator, and 
laughed at.

SARI began by approaching the 
police and housing association 
regarding the situation; we 
also encouraged them to get a 
supporting letter from their doctor. 

By working in partnership, we 
managed to secure a temporary 
direct let so that the family could 
move away from their harasser.

In May 2019 the family were 
relocated to a three bed property 
suitable to their needs, where they 
have now settled well. 

Case 080-18/19
Homophobic hate, North Somerset

To report hate crime
call 0800 171 2272 
visit sariweb.org.uk

barged into by the perpetrator, and 

‘‘I don’t feel safe to live here, and I fl ed here 
to be safe. I wish I had never moved. 

I’ve got a newborn in the house, and 
a two year old that has been crying 

uncontrollably for the last hour because 
he is scared of the shouting.’’

‘‘I don’t feel safe
to be safe. 

I’ve got a newborn in the house, and 

Number of incidents: multiple
Please enter details of the incident(s) and anything else you 
would like us to know: targeted by a neighbour
Verbal abuse every time she sees me or my girlfriend
Pushed me
Bangs on my window at night screaming abuse
Her daughters have threatened me
Making it very diffi cult to live here
Calling agencies making fake allegations towards me trying to 
get me in trouble

Above is an excerpt from the original online 
referral completed by Amy and Dani



October
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30 31

Daylight Saving  

Time ends /

Dussehra

International Day of 

Older Persons

World Sight Day

Intersex Awareness Day

United Nations Day

National Hate Crime 
Awareness Week / 

World Mental Health Day

National Coming Out Day /

International Day  

of the Girl Child

Navaratri

Birth of Báb Birth of Baha’u’llah

Sukkot

Feast of St Francis 

of Assisi

Simchat Torah

Milad un Nabi

Black History Month

Halloween



"When I moved to a small village in 
South Gloucestershire, a neighbour 
took a disliking to me. What started 
as low-level incidents culminated 
in me being stabbed.

"Being blind, my neighbour would 
wait until nobody else was around 
to abuse me. I had to have covert 
CCTV installed to capture what was 
happening.

"The police had dragged their feet 
at every opportunity, and I felt my 
housing association completely 
failed me.

"I was moved by my housing 
association—away from the 
perpetrator, and right next to the 
perpetrator’s friend. The verbal 
abuse continued, and after my new 
neighbour falsely reported me for 
abusing my guide dog, she was 
taken from me. 

"With no guide dog, I began to stay 
at home more and more, isolating 
myself.

"SARI stepped in, and after speaking 
to the guide dog organisation, Dez 
was returned to me.

"I can give as good as I get, and 
people don’t expect that when 
you’re disabled. They think you are 
beneath them and you’re incapable 
of fighting back—but I have, on 
numerous occasions. 

"I was concerned what I may do 
if the neighbour provoked me. 
SARI worked with my housing 
assocation, and built an action plan 
to de-escalate further situations.

"I still experience small incidents 
from time to time, but since SARI’s 
intervention, my neighbour knows 
he can’t get away with it any 
longer.’’

Case 027-18/19
Disability hate, South Gloucestershire

To report hate crime
call 0800 171 2272 
visit sariweb.org.uk

longer.’’

"I would have never 
thought that SARI 

would be able to 
help someone 

like me, and with 
where the world is 

currently, it’s more 
important than 

ever that we stick 
together."

"I would have never 
thought that SARI 

would be able to 
help someone 

John with his guide dog, Dez



November
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30

Remembrance Sunday

Diwali (date may vary)

Guy Fawkes Day

Armisistice Day

International Day  

for the Elimination  

of Violence  

Against Women

Transgender Day  

of RemembranceInternational Men’s Day

St Andrew’s Day

First Sunday of Advent

All Saint’s Day

All Soul’s Day

International Day 

for Tolerance



‘‘We have had to use SARI services 

twice. The first time I came out 

gay to our friends, they sent me 

homophobic text messages  and 

they didn’t like the fact that I 

had moved to Bridgwater to live 

with my partner who is now my 

husband. 

‘‘The second time, my husband 

and I received homophobic 

threats via social media from 

family members because we had 

decided not to invite them to our 

wedding. We contacted the police 

on both occasions and recorded 

the incidents as a hate crime.

‘‘We isolated ourselves a lot and 

were fearful to go outside. We 

also found that we were looking 

over our shoulders, as the threats 

made by our ex-friends and family 

members were real in our minds. 

‘‘We were due to get married in the 
next couple of months so we were 
unable to plan our big day properly 
and do it worry-free. 

‘‘Siful. our SARI caseworker, helped 
us get over the fear and build our 
confidence again. We are both 
young people, so knowing our 
rights and what we can do was 
difficult, but this is something 
that Siful helped us with. He 
introduced us to the police officers 
dealing with our case, and he 
raised our case with the police in a 
multi-agency meeting.

‘‘We believe that SARI is an 
amazing charity and we like to 
get involved with SARI as much as 
possible. During the hate crime 
awareness week (held annually in 
October), Siful informed us that he 
was doing a joint operation with 
the police in Bridgwater, so me 
and my husband went along to 
help out. 

‘‘My partner and I then got married 
to each other a few months later!’’

To report hate crime
call 0800 171 2272 
visit sariweb.org.uk

Case 136/451-18/19
Homophobic hate, Somerset

“Siful helped 
us to get 
over the 

fear, and 
build our 

confi dence 
again.”

“Siful helped 
us to get 
over the 



December
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30 31

Hannukah

Christmas Eve Christmas Day Boxing Day

New Year’s Eve

Feast of the  

Immaculate Conception

International Day for the 

Abolition of Slavery

International Day of 

Persons with Disabilites

Human Rights Day

International 

Migrants Day
International Human 

Solidarity Day

World AIDS Day

Birthday of  

Guru Gobind Singh



Schools in England are becoming 
increasingly diverse, a trend that 
we have seen also in our local 
schools. 

Our student body is becoming 
more representative of the 
diversity that we see more widely 
in the country, with children 
and young people feeling more 
confident in being their most 
authentic selves. However, 
diversity doesn’t automatically 
imply inclusion. 

Fortunately, more and more 
schools are becoming aware of 
addressing the need of creating 
a culture of belonging in their 
education environment, where 
children, young people and staff 
feel respected and accepted. 

SARI has seen an increase in the 
number of education institutions 
that have contacted us to deliver 
interventions to their pupils; 
this include schools who have 
been engaging with us for years, 
as well as schools who are at 

the beginning of their journey to 
becoming more inclusive. 

We have also seen a rise in the 
number of schools interested 
in staff training on equality and 
inclusion, developing cultural 
awareness skills and dealing with 
prejudice-based bullying and 
incidents.

To support pro-active work and to 
tackle negative behaviour locally, 
SARI delivers a range of interactive 
interventions to schools and 
other educational or youth 
establishments including:

• Supporting key festivals or 
events

• Assemblies or classroom 
sessions 

• Cultural carousels or story-
telling

• Lectures & workshops

• Staff and teacher training

•  1-to-1 sessions

Mini Police Officers
The Sedgemoor area of Somerset 
recently introduced mini police 
officers and although schemes 
such as this have been around 

in Bristol for almost a year, to 
the residents of Somerset this 
was something new. Mini police 
officers were introduced to help 
primary school children to become 
ambassadors in their school as 
well as in their community. They 
work alongside the neighbourhood 
policing team and have become 
vital members of the police family.

SARI was contacted by the 
neighbourhood team to meet with 
the mini police officers and we 
were able to deliver a hate crime 
awareness session. 

Children and young people

To report hate crime
call 0800 171 2272 
visit sariweb.org.uk

in Bristol for almost a year, to 

‘‘I enjoyed the 
session because 

I learnt more 
about hate 
crime and I 

originate from 
a diff erent 

country.’’ 

‘‘I enjoyed the 
session because 

I learnt more 
about hate 

Mini Police Officers



Training and consultancy
SARI has an increasing demand 
from agencies for our well-
regarded specialist hate crime, 
equality, diversity and cultural 
competency training, as well 
as our extensive consultancy 
services.

We co-work with a number of 
specialist consultant partners, 
including Richad Ferron, Clive Diaz, 
the Diversity Trust, Cheryl Morgan, 
Brandon Trust, BMCS, the Somali 
Forum & Resource Centre and 
GRT community reps to help us 
deliver LGBTQ+, disbility, identity, 
Gypsy Rroma Traveller, and Somali 
community sessions, as well as 
multi-faith awareness and other 
equalities sessions.

Contents can include: 
• the law
• policy 
• demographics
• key definitions
• relevant terminology

We can draw on significant case 
reviews, and all sessions are 
delivered via interactive, dynamic 
activities using a range of media 

and exercises. Sessions also aim 
to inform delegates own agency or 
professional action plans.

Our cultural awareness tours 
(pictured, right) give unique 
insight into some of our local BME 
and faith communities, helping 
build professional and personal 
cultural competence for front-line 
and management staff.

We have an increasing number 
of local contracts to deliver 
consultancy services which 
deliver on cultural competency, 
equality, diversity and inclusion 
best practice guidance.

For more info on any of these 
services, or to book a session, 
please get in touch using the 
contact information found on the 
back of this report.

82
training and cultural 
awareness sessions 
delivered

‘‘Very knowledgeable 
speakers who provided 

tremendous insight into 
their individual cultures.’’

— Cultural Awareness Attendee, 04/09/18 

‘‘Very 
speakers who provided 

Cultural Awareness Tour



Statistics

9 in 10 
clients rated SARI’s 
service the highest 
they could

463
CASES

318
Bristol

25 Bath and North East Somerset

4 outside area
44

South Gloucestershire

36
Somerset

36
North Somerset

753
referrals

343
victim

134
Police

62
family

66
housing

17
housing association

131
other

1 age  

82 disability 

7 gender

335 race 

11 religion or belief

26 sexual orientation

3 transgender



630 incidents recorded

82  instances 
of assault

140  instances of threatening
or intimidating behaviour

275 instances 
of verbal abuse



Unrestricted Funds Restricted Funds Total Funds

2019 2019 2019 2018

Income from:

Donations 1,470 - 1,470 909

Investment income 2,479 - 2,479 1,603

Charitable activities

Training and other income 43,594 - 43,594 17,399

Grants and contracts  115,664  418,770  534,434  519,044

Total  163,207  418,770  581,977  538,955

Expenditure on:

Charitable activities 213,155 418,560 631,716 610,555

Total  213,155  418,560  631,716  610,555

Net income/(expenditure) (49,948) 210 (49,738) (71,600)

Total funds brought forward  1,395,531  7,059  1,402,591  1,474,191

Total funds carried forward  1,345,583  7,269  1,352,853  1,402,591

Statement of financial activities (including income and expenditure account) for the year ended 31st March 2019

Financial information



The company was entitled to the exemption from audit under section 477 of the Companies Act 2006. The members have not requested the company to obtain an audit in accordance with section 476 of the Companies Act 
2006 relating to small companies. The Directors acknowledge their responsibility for complying with the requirements of the act with respect to accounting records and for the preparation of the accounts.

The fi nancial statements were approved and authorised for 
issue by the trustees and signed on their behalf by:             

As an Independent Examiner of the company I have reviewed the summarized accounts above and consider they are consistent with the full accounts on which I gave my opinions. 
— Independent Examiner Dick Maule FCA, 3 Penlee View Terrace, Penzance, TR18 4HZ.
               

   

2019 2018

Tangible assets 438,342  424,351

Current assets:

Debtors and prepayments 37,186 42,966

Cash at bank and in hand  909,510  971,653

946,696 1,014,619

Current liabilities

Creditors: amounts falling due within 12 months  (32,185)  (36,379)

Net current assets  914,511  978,240

Net assets  1,352,853  1,402,591

Unrestricted funds

General funds 309,242 379,181

Designated funds  1,036,342 1,016,351

Restricted funds  7,269 7,059

Total funds  1,352,853  1,402,591

Balance sheet as at 31st March 2019

Irvin Campbell Christina Fernandes

   

As an Independent Examiner of the company I have reviewed the summarized accounts above and consider they are consistent with the full accounts on which I gave my opinions. 

      



Our Board of Trustees

‘‘I joined SARI and became a board member as I wanted to be 
part of a charity that supported the disadvantaged and stood 
for equality and fairness.

‘‘Like the great Bob Marley said, until the colour of a person’s 
skin is of no more significance than the colour of his eye then 
we will have to stand up to inequality and unfairness.’’

Martin Walker

‘‘Following my personal experience I joined SARI to raise their 
profile to another level. I consider SARI to be quite unique due 
to their extreme support and huge contributions, including 
positive changes to people’s life throughout South West region. 
SARI empowers me to raise awareness of the sufferings under 
racial abuse and inequality in my community, especially those 
who kept themselves in silence behind closed doors.’’

Buba Touray

‘‘In all the years that I have been attending the AGM, I have been 
very impressed with the way SARI handle and support victims 
of hate crime, going the extra mile to help and resolve their 
cases. I am a strong believer of equal rights for everyone.’’

Christine Fernandes, Treasurer

‘‘It is my pleasure to support such a valuable and needed 
charity in the heart of Bristol, tackling all forms of hate crime. 

‘‘The excellent work undertaken by SARI unquestionably 
benefits individuals effected by hate crime, in addition the 
community and educational work SARI so tireless drive 
forward benefits our society as a whole. 

‘‘Privileged to be a small part of this great organisation.’’

Hasina Khan

‘‘I had no intimate knowledge of SARI until my daughter, Suzi, 
volunteered to undertake six weeks unpaid work during her 
summer vocation from university where she was reading 
Law with International Relations.  Needless to say, Suzi was 
staggered to learn of some of the horrific cases SARI took on, 
and impressed by the volume of work, the commitment of 
staff and, of course, the energy and imaginative leadership of 
Batook Pandya.

‘‘I was so taken with what Suzi had said that I went along 
to an AGM and found myself being appointed a Trustee.  
And very pleased and honoured I was too. I am writing my 
5th Superintendent Mark Faraday crime novel, all of which 
are Bristol-based, and I plan to include a passing, but very 
complimentary, reference to the excellent work undertaken 
by SARI.’’

Richard Allen (co-optee)

‘‘As a Jamaican growing up in London I knew from an early age 
the difficulties of being different. I learnt the disappointment 
and frustration of discrimination. Here in Bristol when I was a 
victim of a vicious racist attack, I cried tears of hurt and anger. 

‘‘But anger is not enough. When those in ‘power’ turn that 
power on you, there is a need to become empowered yourself, 
and to use all the skills you have to empower others to 
collectively fight against inequality, injustice and intolerance. 

If you are suffering or have suffered from being a victim of 
hate crime, you know the need for a change to come. You 
can be part of that change, and at SARI you will find others 
to help empower you and make that change with you. 
#StrongerTogether’’

Esther Deans MBE

‘‘From a young age I had a passion to fight against 
injustice and SARI is the perfect platform for me to 
help deliver this cause.’’

Irvin Campbell, Chair

We would like to thank our Board of Trustees for voluntarily giving us their 
time, energy and expertise to make sure SARI is constantly moving forward.



As a charity, SARI welcomes your donations, and your support is greatly appreciated.

If you would like to make a donation, please go to our webpage at: www.tiny.cc/saridonate

Donations

• Natalie Ballard
• K J Odom
• Esmeine Campbell-Baker
• M Mitchell
• Jing Li
• Serco Ltd — Ashfield Prison

• Oasis Academy
• Bishopshalt School
• M Halton
• Hannah Waddington
• Helene Clement
• Karl Nunweiler
• Sami Chugg

• Phillip Escott
• James Rogerson
• Anna Booth
• Tafheen Sharif
• Rebecca Cramer
• Charities Aid Foundation
• M M Quarry

In Kind Benefits
• Francis Lloyd, Cabot Circus
• Streets Ahead Ltd
• Alan West

We would like to thank everyone who has contributed to our cause, whether it be through funding, donations or in-kind. 

We couldn’t do it without you!

Funders



Our services

© Stand Against Racism & Inequality 2019

Contact us
0117 942 0060 | sari@sariweb.org.uk | www.sariweb.org.uk |      @SARIcharity |      SARIcharity | PO box 2454 Bristol, BS2 2WX

For victims
• casework service

• emotional support

• signposting to specialist services

• personal safety advice

• home safety advice

• restorative justice

In schools
• consultancy for tackling hate 

crime

• staff training

• classroom sessions

• assemblies

• one-to-one sessions (for victims 
and perpetrators)

• group work

• tailored interventions

In the workplace
• consultancy for tackling hate 

crime

• hate crime training

• equality and diversity training

• equalities communities training

• cultural awareness tours

• equalities/hate crime 
best practice review

• scrutiny of ASB records

• audits of hate crime/
discrimination  case management

• staff consultation re: hate crime 
and equalities

• hate crime/equalities ‘champions’ 
programmes


